
MATH 542 01/25

We will cover basics of groups, rings, and
modules

These are all sets as additionalstructures

E.g. IR is a ring (a field)

Avector space over
IR is a

module

Recap ofsets A, B =sets

f:A-B a function non-example

iff(a) =f(b) => a
=bf: RxR

f is injective X byz

not inj. f(z)
=f(-z)

subjective if Eb-B,EaGA, S.t. f(al
=b

↑
↑1 for all exists such that unique if

bijective both injective and subjective exists

f is bijective I has an inverse f

f
-

r(f(a)) =afa-A,f(f
-2(b)) =b,tb-B

Products ofsets A, B=sets

AXB =S(a,bi/aZA, bEBb

e.g.
R2 =RXR

Binary operation on a setXis a function *

Exemple X = (integers)
A:x x x ->X 1 * =+3+5

=8

(x,y)k x
+y



Consider the set InJ
=51,2, ..., n3

Aut(2n]) =9f:tn] ->[n] Ifis
bijectives

Ex.n=3f =(2,1,3)
=(,3,2)g =(2,3)

243,352,111
2- 1,1553,352

can
form fog in]22n]In]
-

fog

fog(1) =f(9(1))
=f(1) =3

fog(z)
=f(9(2)) =f(z) =2

fog(z)
=f(9(3)) =f(2)

=1

f0g =(3,1) =(1,3)

(AutEn],0) forms a rup
Agroup

GisaIequipped w/
a binary operation X, s.t.

(i)(a*b)* c =

aX(bxc),Va,b,ctG

(iiZeEG, Sit.eXa
=aXe

=a, XacG

(iii) faGG,Ea
-> G s.t.axa

-1
=

a
-*a=e

Check (Ant(2n]), 0)
as group This is an equality

(i) associativity
(fogoh

=fo(goh) & of functions in] ->in]

Need:0xz[n], (0g)oh(x)
=f((g0h)(x)

17

f(gCh(x)))



(ii) is called the identity element

etAnt([n]) is just the identity function ideas (x)
=

x,

0xtin]

(The permutation
thatdoes nothing

(iii) clear.b/> ftAut([n])
is bijective

Exercise Compute
(1,2,330(2,3) and (2,370(1,2,3)

(2,2,370(2,3)
=(2,2,3)

(2,370(1,2,3)
=(1,2)

In general, for a group (G, *)

a*b* a (notnecessarily

If axb =bxa, Fa,bEG,
then Gis called abelian/commutative

Ex (7, +) is
an

abelian group

(7,X) is nota group!

coverses do notalways exist)

(9513,X) is an
abelian group

Muxu=2nxa
matrices / (R)

(Maxa, i
is an abelian group

(Maxn, . (903,

M(xn =2A
zMnxa)de+(A) +03

Then (Mux..)
is a group

RC - R
" usually notcommutative


